HEAVY-DUTY TRUCK TIRE CHANGER

A great piece of equipment for a truck shop or farm. The TC-770T is capable of handling tires with tubeless rims or lock rings. Ideal for agricultural equipment, trucks, tractors and earth movers.

**Specifications:**

- **TC-770T**
- Width overall: 64”
- Height overall: 49”
- Depth overall: 55”
- Max wheel diameter: 64 ½”
- Rim/wheel width: 31 ½”
- Inside clamping: 14” - 26”
- Power supply: 1hp 220 vac
- Shipping weight: 1,310 lbs.

**Features:**

- Four jaw rotating chuck with two speeds
- Control unit on movable stand
- Pressure regulated hydraulic pump
- Quick change mount / demount arm
- Handles wheels for most trucks, tractors and earth movers